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Jonathan Pritchard is a careful thinker with a knack for recognizing
inconvenient truths. His article proposing that common, complex
diseases might actually comprise many different conditions caused by
individually rare genetic events [1], nicely anticipated the “rare variant
revolution” initiated by the discovery of CNVs [2] that continues to gain
steam in the era of whole exome and whole genome sequencing.
So when Pritchard proposes a new idea, we are well advised to
listen. In a paper co-authored with Evan Boyle and Yang Li, Pritchard
now proposes that gene regulatory networks are so interconnected
that just about any gene expressed in a disease-relevant tissue may
affect core disease genes and contribute to disease heritability. This
“omnigenic” model is not totally new. The similar and longstanding
“infinitesimal model” has cast a periodic shadow over the eternal
sunshine of GWAS for several years [3-5]. One of the earliest integrative
genomics papers by Eric Schadt and colleagues showed that most
genes expressed in the liver were, in some sense, related to type II
diabetes [6]. And David Goldstein has long raised concerns about the
often strained relationship between GWAS hits and biology [7].
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My own view is that the omnigenic model is probably a worst
case scenario. GWAS have still provided the best leads we have in
understanding the biological basis of psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or major depression [8]. If we focus on
the most reproducible hits with the largest effect sizes, especially those
that act as expression QTLs for nearby genes [9], then we have a good
chance of identifying etiologically relevant pathways. Progress may not
be quick or linear, but as long as the initial association results are solid,
further work will ultimately lead us in the right directions.
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